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Recent work on scientific reasoning has largely focused on either domain-specific content knowledge or domain-general reasoning knowledge. This study investigated the interaction between the two types of knowledge in a real-world domain in which strict control of variables was not possible. We used a context, sinking objects, in which 10-, 12-, and 14-year-old children's strong a priori beliefs could be revealed by participant-designed experiments. The results showed that most children initially believed weight alone determined an object's sinking rate. Older, but not younger, participants typically viewed experimentation as a means of exploring the effects of attributes other than weight. However, experimentation did help all children to understand the effects of object shape and material on sinking rates. The results suggest a number of questions for further research, including how children come to understand experimentation as a matter of evaluation rather than demonstration, and the role of unexpected experimental results in driving conceptual understanding.

The development of scientific reasoning skill encompasses two types of knowledge: (a) domain-specific knowledge about the natural world, and (b) domain-general procedures for generating, assessing, and integrating that knowledge. The former includes substantive knowledge about particular domains (e.g., physics, biology, chemistry) and the latter includes a complex set of cognitive skills used to support scientific discovery, including the search for hypotheses via induction, abduction, or analogy; the design, execution, and interpretation of experiments; and the revision of hypotheses.

Most developmental studies of scientific reasoning have focused on one or the other of these two components. The domain-specific focus is exemplified by Chi and Koeske's (1983) investigation of novice-expert differences in children's knowledge about dinosaurs, and Carey's (1985) study of the development of biological concepts. In contrast, other researchers have used knowledge-lean tasks to investigate children's ability to use domain-general reasoning skills, such as the ability to design factorial experiments (e.g., Case, 1974; Siegler & Liebert, 1975) or the understanding of determinacy and indeterminacy (Fay & Klahr, 1996; Piéron-Le Bonniec, 1980).

This strategy of decomposition into domain-general investigations and domain-specific investigations seems both reasonable and tractable. However, when people reason about real-world contexts, their prior knowledge is likely to impose strong theoretical biases. These biases may influence the initial choice of hypotheses, and the strength with which they are held (Klayman & Ha, 1987). Additionally, prior domain knowledge may influence the experimental strategies utilized to gather new evidence, as well as which features of the evidence are attended to (Evans, 1989).

Pazzani and his colleagues (Pazzani, 1991; Pazzani, Dyer, & Flowers, 1986) argued that without prior knowledge, or, more
specifically, prior causal theories, people are reduced to using covariation evidence when faced with novel problems. Similarly, Schauble, Glaser, Raghavan, and Reiner (1991) have pointed out that the discovery process is marked by developing links between knowledge and the processes of experimentation; prior beliefs and theories guide initial exploration by framing the problem and highlighting potentially important variables to investigate. Experimental results then provide information for modifying one’s domain knowledge. Central to both of these arguments is the coordination of theory and evidence.

Kuhn and her colleagues (Kuhn, 1989; Kuhn, Amsel, & O’Loughlin, 1988; Kuhn & Phelps, 1982) have argued that young children and many adults find it difficult to make a distinction between theory and evidence and between testing hypotheses and producing results. Further, Carey, Evans, Honda, Jay, and Unger (1989) have shown that adolescents believe that science involves the passive acquisition of knowledge that reveals the true nature of the world. In contrast, Sodian, Zaitchik, and Carey (1991) showed that children as young as 6 years of age are able to determine which of two possible experiments will produce a conclusive test of two competing hypotheses in a simple story context. They argued that participants’ performance in Kuhn et al.’s study may reflect their understanding of the task, not their ability to coordinate theory and evidence. Similarly, Ruffman, Perner, Olson, and Doherty (1993) suggested that young children may overly depend on other sources of information, such as prior beliefs, when evaluating experimental evidence. This, the use of familiar stimuli may have biased some of Kuhn et al.’s participants to view some of the hypotheses they were evaluating as either highly plausible or implausible, and consequently not worthy of an unconfounded experimental test.

Recently, researchers have begun to investigate scientific reasoning in contexts where this interaction between domain knowledge and general discovery processes can be observed (e.g., Klahr & Dunbar, 1989; Schauble, 1990). However, even these studies have used relatively limited and somewhat arbitrary laboratory simulations of real-world events. Therefore, participants could not assume that their real-world knowledge would be represented in the regularities they were attempting to discover. For example, although children have beliefs about what constitutes a fast car, only some of the causal variables in Schauble’s (1990; Kuhn, Schauble, & Garcia-Mila, 1992) race car micro-world were consistent with these beliefs.

The Micro-Domain of Sinking Objects

Our goal in the present study was to further explore developmental differences in the influence of domain-specific knowledge on domain-general experimentation strategies. We used a task in which participants experimented with real objects whose behavior is influenced only by a few natural forces (i.e., a micro-domain of the larger physical world) rather than by experimenter-determined “physical laws” (see Mynatt, Doherty, & Tweney, 1978). Our participants were given the task of discovering which factors determine the rate at which objects sink in water. They could do this by selecting pairs of objects from a predetermined set, dropping them into water-filled cylinders, and observing their relative sink times.

Children (and adults) have strong beliefs about the determinants of sinking rates, derived from their everyday experiences with objects sinking in bathtubs, sinks, and swimming pools, as well as with objects falling through air. However, the underlying physics of objects sinking in liquids is quite complex (Daily & Harleman, 1986). To illustrate, consider what happens as a ball sinks through water. As the ball sinks, its acceleration is determined by the difference between the downward force of gravity and the countervailing forces of friction and buoyancy. The frictional force is determined by several factors—such as object size, cross-sectional area, and surface texture—and increases as the velocity of the ball increases. The buoyant force on the ball depends on the difference between the density of the water and the density of the ball. When the downward gravitational force equals the combined resisting forces of friction and buoyancy, the ball continues to sink at a constant, “terminal” velocity. Because the coefficient of friction associated with an object in a given liquid is not known with any precision, it is extremely difficult to calculate the terminal velocity and, consequently, to predict the sinking time of most objects.

Many investigators (Piaget, 1930/1972; Piaget & Inhelder, 1942/1974; Smith, Carey, & Wiser, 1985; Smith, Snir, & Grosslight, 1992) have argued that density concepts
emerge from an initial undifferentiated weight-density concept. This conflation of weight and density is reflected in children's use of the label "heavy" to refer variously to "heavy for them, heavy for objects of its type, or heavy for its size" (Smith et al., 1992, p. 224). Smith et al. (1985) concluded that children come to differentiate weight and density between the ages of 8 and 10.

Recently, however, Kohn (1993) argued that children demonstrate a differentiated density concept around age 5. Kohn had 3- through 5-year-olds and adults predict whether or not objects would sink or float. Four- and 5-year-olds and the adults accurately predicted the outcome for very low- and high-density objects. In contrast, the 3-year-olds responded inconsistently throughout the study. Kohn concluded that although 4- and 5-year-olds do not have a formal understanding of density, they do demonstrate an intuitive understanding that, in questions of buoyancy, what matters is object density.

The present study differs from the work cited above in two respects: (a) Although density is the factor determining if something will float or sink, it is only one of many factors that determine how quickly something will sink; (b) moreover, although previous research has focused on when concepts, such as density, emerge, it has not addressed the question of how such emerging knowledge affects, and is affected by, children's experiments in a domain. For example, if children hold strong biases about the irrelevance of a dimension, or if they do not recognize it as a dimension at all, then it might appear to an all-knowing observer to be varied unsystematically (e.g., many studies confound day of the week with other experimental variables). Thus, what might be interpreted as faulty domain-general understanding of the logic of factorial design might actually derive from biased domain-specific knowledge (see Klahr & Carver, 1995, for a detailed framework for examining the integration of domain-general and domain-specific knowledge during scientific reasoning tasks).

It would seem to be relatively straightforward for participants to test hypotheses in this micro-domain; they need only drop pairs of objects in water and compare the relative sinking rates. The results could then be used to revise their domain knowledge. However, because some attributes are correlated (i.e., object weight depends both on object size and density), it can be difficult, or impossible, to isolate all of the variables. Consequently, determining causal effects depends on coordinating and evaluating evidence over multiple experiments.

In summary, there are several reasons why this micro-domain is well suited for investigating the interaction of domain-general and domain-specific knowledge. First, as we have already noted, participants are likely to have strong prior beliefs about the causal structure of the domain; second, the influence of this prior knowledge on participants' hypothesis testing and experimentation skills can be assessed with appropriate procedural manipulations; third, the implementation of an experiment is very straightforward (participants simply drop pairs of objects and see which one sinks the fastest); fourth, the phenomenon under investigation is caused by natural laws. That is, in contrast to many studies of children's domain knowledge (e.g., Carey, 1985; Chi & Koeske, 1983; Schauble, 1990) or experimental strategies (e.g., Kuhn et al., 1988; Siegler & Lefebvre, 1975; Tschirgi, 1980), the experimental outcomes in the present study are conveyed by the materials themselves, rather than by a pictorial, verbal, or computer micro-world depiction.

Pilot Study

Refinement of our research questions was facilitated through a pilot study investigating 4- through 20-year-olds' beliefs about sinking objects. Our goal was to obtain converging evidence about initial knowledge structures and the evolution of such during experimentation by presenting participants with a variety of tasks and repeatedly eliciting their beliefs.

Participants were first asked to explain why objects sink and which attributes are important for sinking quickly in water. They were then shown a set of six common objects (e.g., steel washers, rubber mouse, etc.) that were used throughout the remainder of the study. The 15 possible pairs of objects were presented one at a time, and participants were asked to predict which object of the pair would sink faster in water, and to explain the basis of their prediction. During the final phase of the study, participants were encouraged to explore the domain by dropping objects—singly or in pairs—into tall containers of water. For each experiment, participants explained what dropping the object(s) would tell them about sinking fast in water; following each experiment,
they were asked what the outcome told them about sinking fast in water. At the conclusion of the experimental phase, participants were asked to summarize what factors they believed were important determinants of how fast objects sink in water.

The results of the pilot study indicated that the majority of participants of all ages initially believed object weight to be the most important attribute in predicting sinking rate: heavier objects sink fastest. This belief was reflected both in participants’ responses to the initial probes, and their justifications during the pairwise task.

The experimental phase was included in order to see how participants’ beliefs changed when given opportunity to explore the domain. The results show that the youngest children spent most of their effort attempting to demonstrate that heavy objects sink fastest. The majority of these children concluded that weight alone was the most important attribute for sinking quickly. In contrast, following experimentation, older participants concluded that multiple attributes (e.g., weight, shape, and size) interacted to influence the sinking rate.

The pilot work suggested the following research questions:

1. Do children consider attributes other than weight when exploring this micro-domain?

2. Do children interpret the task as one of empirically assessing the impact of various attributes or one of demonstrating the correctness of their beliefs?

3. How does experimentation affect belief revision?

In summary, the work reported below was designed to address questions about the interaction of domain-specific knowledge and domain-general scientific discovery skills in a real-world micro-domain where unambiguous results are not always possible. We explored the manner in which children negotiated the complex relations among object attributes, hypotheses, and possible experiments when these relations were not explicitly pointed out. We used a context in which children had to (a) decide which object attributes were of interest, (b) generate hypotheses to explore, (c) design experiments to test their hypotheses, (d) interpret experimental outcomes with respect to the current hypotheses, and (e) realize that a single test cannot conclusively answer the question of interest. We focused on an age range, 10- to 14-year-olds, for which the pilot study suggested changes in knowledge structure and experimental strategies occurred.

**Method**

**Participants**

Thirty children in three age groups participated: 9- to 10-year-olds ($M = 9.10$, range 9.7 to 10.3), 11- to 12-year-olds ($M = 11.11$, range 11.1 to 12.7), and 13- to 14-year-olds ($M = 13.11$, range 13.1 to 14.3). For the sake of simplicity, the three groups will be referred to below as 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds. All participants were volunteers from a private girls’ school in western Pennsylvania.

**Materials**

Materials consisted of a set of objects and a pair of identical Plexiglas cylinders 91 cm high × 12 cm in diameter. During the experimentation phase, participants could observe sinking rates by dropping objects in the cylinders, which were filled with water to a height of 85 cm.

Obviously, there is no limit to the types of objects that could be dropped in the cylinders. Consequently, we designed an object set that would allow children to utilize a control-of-attributes strategy if they so desired. The object set consisted of eight objects designed to vary along three dimensions: shape (cube or sphere), size (large or small), and material (stainless steel or white Teflon). Table 1 lists the weight, volume, and mean sink times of the eight objects. Stainless steel and Teflon were chosen be-

---

1 Times are approximate. They are based on the means of 10 “drops” of each object conducted outside of the experimental context. Table 1 also shows the standard deviations in sink times for these 10 trials. In most cases, the differences in sink times between pairs of objects can be reliably distinguished by an attentive observer. The two exception pairs are the large and small steel spheres and the large and small steel cubes, whose mean sink times differ by less than a tenth of a second. However, these same comparisons with Teflon objects (large and small Teflon spheres and large and small Teflon cubes) can be easily discriminated. Thus, comparisons of the steel spheres and cubes may yield inconsistent evidence about the effect of size, although comparisons of the Teflon spheres and cubes produce unambiguous and reliable evidence that the larger object sinks faster.
TABLE 1

WEIGHT, VOLUME, AND SINK TIME OF EACH OBJECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material and Other Attributes</th>
<th>Sphere</th>
<th>Cube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (g)</td>
<td>65.40</td>
<td>18.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume (cc)</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink time (sec) (SD)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teflon:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (g)</td>
<td>18.80</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume (cc)</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink time (sec) (SD)</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note — Sink times increase reading from left to right and top to bottom.

cause they differ substantially in density (approximately 2.3 g/cc for Teflon and 8.0 g/cc for stainless steel) and in overall "look": color, surface smoothness, reflectivity, texture, etc. The pilot study showed that participants tend to believe that an object's weight is the most important determinant of its sink time. Therefore, because our procedure did not allow participants to accurately weigh the objects, a list showing the weight of each object was available for their reference throughout the course of the study.

In order to determine the effect of the design attributes on sink times, we ran a step-wise multiple regression of physical attributes against mean sink times. Material alone accounted for 75% of the variance in sink times, reflecting the relative impact of density. Including shape in the regression equation accounted for an additional 17% of the variance. Adding the third design attribute—size—did not increase the adjusted R² (because of the small increment relative to the additional degree of freedom), but it did allow accurate prediction of the absolute sink times for each object, yielding the following regression equation: sink time = .45 + .855 (Teflon) + .42 (cube) + .15 (small).

How well would participants do if they followed a strategy that focused solely on weight? Regession analysis suggests that weight is a poor predictor, accounting for only 32% of the variance in sink time for this set of objects. Nevertheless, weight alone correctly predicts the relative sink times in 23 of the 28 possible pairwise comparisons, and in 9 of the 12 same-material pairs. For example, the large steel sphere is both the heaviest and the fastest of all eight objects, the large steel cube is heavier and faster than the five slowest items, and so on (see Table 1). When violations of this simple "heavier is faster" rule do occur, they are quite striking, as when a small sphere is compared with the large cube of the same material: for both steel and Teflon the object with three times the weight of the other has at least a 25% greater sink time. However, if participants randomly sampled only a few of the 28 possible pairs of objects, they might find no violations of the weight strategy.

Design and Procedure
The study was run as a four-phase structured interview that took approximately 25 min to complete. Participants were interviewed individually by the first author. Interviews were videotaped for subsequent analysis.

Phase 1: Initial questions and probes.—Participants were asked to explain why things (in general) sink, whether or not falling in air was the same as sinking in water, and which object attributes are important for sinking fast in water.

Phase 2: Sinking predictions.—Participants were introduced to the object set and familiarized with the list of object weights. Participants were next presented with all 28 possible pairs of objects (in one of two arbitrary orders). For each pair, they were asked to predict which object would sink faster in water, and to justify their answer. Participants then ordered the eight objects according to what they believed to be the slowest to fastest sinking.

Phase 3: Experimentation.—Participants were given an opportunity to test their
hypotheses. For each experiment, participants chose one or two objects to drop. Before dropping the object(s), participants were asked (a) what dropping the object(s) would tell them about sinking fast in water (i.e., they were asked to generate a hypothesis), and (b) to predict which object would sink faster. The experimenter then dropped the object(s) while the participant observed. Participants were asked to describe what happened, and what this outcome “told them about what was important for sinking fast in water.”

Participants were required to conduct a minimum of four experiments. If, following their fourth experiment, children indicated they wished to terminate this phase of the study, they were asked, “Are you sure you know what is important for sinking quickly in water? Do you want to drop anything else?” If children expressed uncertainty about the contributing factors to sinking quickly, they were encouraged to conduct more experiments.

Phase 4: Consolidation and summary — Following the experimentation phase, participants summarized their beliefs about the relevant causal factors. If multiple attributes were mentioned, participants were asked whether or not the attributes were of equal importance. Participants were also asked to describe what they thought the fastest possible (i.e., “ideal”) sinking object would be like.

Results

Before providing a quantitative analysis of participants’ performance, we provide a qualitative analysis in the form of the detailed behavior of two participants, a 10-year-old (BA) and a 14-year-old (KS). BA and KS were chosen to provide a flavor of the typical range of behavior across the groups. Their experiments, as well as the resulting outcomes and inferences, are shown in Table 2.

BA (10-Year-Old)

In the initial probe phase, BA stated that weight was important for sinking quickly; a heavier object “pushes down, so it can’t float.” Her belief in the importance of weight was also reflected in the pairwise task. In this task BA referred to “heavier weight” in justifying 72% of her selections.

Although participants were asked to generate an explicit hypothesis before each experiment (e.g., does size make a difference?), they often replied with simple predictions (e.g., the large steel cube is going to sink fastest because it is heavier). Predictions may reflect participants’ implicit hypotheses, or may simply indicate attempts to demonstrate the correctness of their current beliefs. BA’s protocol exemplifies this confusion of hypothesis testing and prediction.

BA’s belief in the primacy of weight motivated her first experiment, in which she chose to drop the small Teflon cube and small Teflon sphere (see Table 2). She replied to the hypothesis probe with a prediction: the sphere would sink faster because it was heavier and spherical. BA’s reasoning about small differences in weight was typical of many participants: small weight differences were initially believed to greatly affect an object’s sinking rate.

After seeing the sphere sink faster, BA stated that it sank faster “because of its shape, and it’s a little heavier.” In response to the conclusion probe (i.e., what is important for sinking quickly?), BA concluded that being spherical and heavier made it easier to “go through the water.”

BA’s second experiment involved the small steel and large Teflon cubes. As in her first experiment, BA chose not to state an explicit hypothesis. Rather, she predicted that the Teflon cube would sink faster, since it was both heavier and larger. After observing the steel cube sink faster, BA stated, “I think it would go faster if it was smaller, because it doesn’t have as much to go through.”

For her third experiment, BA chose both large steel objects. Once again she answered the hypothesis probe with a prediction: the sphere would sink faster because it is heavier. Following this experiment, she stated that the sphere sank faster because its shape allowed it to “slide through the water easier... if it’s round it will go down faster.”

Although BA’s final experiment replicated her first experiment (i.e., small Teflon sphere and cube), there is no evidence in her protocol that she was aware of this fact. As in her previous experiments, BA responded to the hypothesis probe with a prediction: the sphere will sink faster, since “the other circles have been going... I just think it will cut through the water faster... Also, it’s a little bit heavier.”

At the conclusion of her experimental phase, BA responded to the consolidation...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Weight (g)</th>
<th>Object*</th>
<th>Fastest?</th>
<th>Inference(s)(^b)</th>
<th>Weight (g)</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Fastest?</th>
<th>Inference(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Sphere ((\text{/}))</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Sphere ((\text{/}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy ((\text{/}))</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sphere ((\text{/}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Small ((\text{/}))</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sphere ((\text{/}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Heavy ((\text{/}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Sphere ((\text{/}))</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Heavy material ((\text{/}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sphere ((\text{/}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Sphere ((\text{/}))</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>Tie</td>
<td>Small = heavy ((\text{/}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*\(\text{\(\text{□}\)}\) = small teflon cube; • = large steel sphere, etc.

\(^b\) / = inference supported by outcome.
probe by stating that the object's shape was important; spheres were "smoother" and did not have "corners" like cubes; that "if it's heavier, I think it will go down faster"; and "the smaller it is, the faster it will go down." When asked if being spherical, heavy, and small were equally important, BA stated that being heavy and small were the most important for sinking quickly. Interestingly, she attempted to illustrate the trade-off between weight and size by referring to the large and small steel spheres, a pair of objects that BA did not drop. BA predicted that the two objects would sink at the same rate because "this [small sphere] is smaller so it can cut through faster, but this [large sphere] is heavier."

How reasonable are BA's conclusions? In two of her three unique experiments, the heavier object did sink faster; however, in her second experiment, the lighter object sank faster. Thus, although the majority of the evidence supports BA's belief that heavier objects sink faster, there is evidence that weight alone cannot determine an object's sinking rate. As for BA's conclusion regarding shape, two of her three unique experiments varied on shape. In both cases the sphere sank faster than the cube, supporting her conclusion that spheres sink faster than cubes. However, BA's conclusion about the effect of size is based on a single experimental outcome.

BA's choice of experiments, interpretation of experimental results, and final conclusions reflect the effects of both her experimental strategies and her prior beliefs. First, rather than stating hypotheses, and then designing experiments to test them, BA selected object pairs that would demonstrate that heavy, spherical objects sink faster than other objects. That is, BA adopted what Schauble, Klopfer, and Raghavan (1991) call an engineering, rather than a scientific, stance.

Second, the impact of BA's prior beliefs is reflected in the way in which she interpreted the outcomes of her experiments: large differences in sinking rates were at times attributed to small differences in weight. This led BA to conclude that any difference in weight has a major impact on sinking rate. Finally, we see that BA's adoption of the engineering stance led her to conclude that smaller objects sink faster, even though she had only a single outcome to support this belief.

In summary, BA, as did most of our participants, understood that her task was not simply to find the fastest sinking object. Further, she realized that to evaluate attributes, she needed to look at pairs of, rather than single, objects. BA's protocol also illustrates the difficulty of integrating knowledge across experiments. For example, in this study, weight is correlated with size, shape, and material. Consequently, understanding the effect of weight requires coordinating outcomes from multiple experiments. Although BA's second experiment provided evidence that the heaviest object does not always sink the fastest, she failed to note this fact at the conclusion of the experiment.

**KS (14-Year-Old)**

In response to the initial probe, KS stated that objects should be heavy, large, and have a small cross-section in order to sink quickly. However, KS justified 71% of her pairwise predictions solely on the basis of which object was heavier; a further 10% of her justifications involved both heavier weight and spherical shape; none of her justifications referred to size.

KS chose the large steel sphere and the large steel cube for her first experiment (see Table 2). In response to the hypothesis probe, she stated that she was interested in seeing how object shape affected the sinking rate. When asked to predict the outcome, KS stated that the sphere would sink faster because of its shape. After watching the sphere sink faster, KS inferred that the sphere sank faster because it was "circular, and it weighs a little more." Note that although KS did not explicitly indicate that she was investigating the effects of weight, she concluded that all differences between objects were important. When asked to explain why being "circular" is important for sinking quickly, KS stated that spherical objects sink faster because the water "just sort of goes off the sides, and doesn't get trapped underneath."

For her second experiment, KS again stated that she was interested in testing the effect of object shape. For this experiment, KS selected the small Teflon cube and the small Teflon sphere, predicting that the sphere would sink faster because it "weighs more, and has a circular shape." After watching the sphere sink faster, KS stated that being spherical and heavier were important for sinking quickly, once again asserting that being spherical allows the water "someplace to go, and the square doesn't."
KS chose the small steel sphere and large Teflon cube for her third experiment, because "they weigh about the same amount, but they're totally different shape; the steel ball is probably more dense than the other one." Note that in contrast to her first two experiments, KS appears to believe in this case that a small weight difference will have little effect on the relative sinking rates. Moreover, she did not test a hypothesis for her third experiment; rather, she predicted that the sphere would sink faster because of its shape and material. After noticing that the sphere did sink faster, KS stated that a "dense material" and spherical shape were important for sinking quickly.

For her final experiment KS selected the large and small steel spheres, indicating that she wanted to see "whether size or weight matters more." That is, KS attempted to test for an interaction between attributes. However, in response to the prediction probe, KS predicted that the large sphere would sink faster (as does our regression model) because it weighed more than the small sphere. This suggests that she believed weight to be more important than size.

In contrast to all other possible pairs of objects in this set, the two steel spheres sink at virtually the same rate. When asked to explain this outcome, KS stated, "I have no idea. Well, the small one may go faster because it's smaller, and the large one because it weighs more. It might equal out." That is, KS speculated that sinking rate, at least in this case, is the result of an interaction between attributes.

Following the experimental phase, KS summarized her current understanding of the micro-domain: spherical shape, small size, and dense material equally affect an object's sinking rate.

As with BA, KS's experimental outcomes provided differing degrees of support for her final conclusions. For example, only on one experiment did KS receive evidence that object material might make a difference; however, on three experiments she received evidence that spheres sink quicker than cubes. Although KS concluded that shape, size, and material were equally important, her final experiment revealed that the relation between size and sinking rate is not that simple. Thus, although KS conducted some potentially informative experiments, especially her final one, she had some difficulty making sense of the results.

KS's choice of experiments, interpretation of experimental results, and final conclusions reflect the effects of both her prior beliefs and experimental strategies. Although BA primarily attempted to demonstrate the correctness of her beliefs, KS's explicit hypotheses reflect her understanding of the task as one of evaluating the effects of the different attributes. However, her predictions show that she is still somewhat influenced by her a priori belief that being heavy is most important for sinking quickly: in two of three experiments, small weight differences were seen as having an important effect on differences in sinking rates.

KS's changing understanding of the role of object weight is reflected in her final two experiments. In her third experiment, KS explicitly stated that the small difference in weight was unimportant; in her final experiment, she attempted to directly contrast weight and size. Moreover, although she initially believed object weight to be important, KS did not include this attribute in her final summary.

Overall, KS's protocol reflects behaviors characteristic of many of the older participants: she understood that her task was to explore the space of possible experiments. However, like many participants, she was also influenced by her a priori beliefs, particularly the effect of weight, in interpreting some of her experimental outcomes.

One final note: KS's behavior during her final experiment is interesting more for what she did not do, rather than what she did do. Given the confusing and surprising outcome of her fourth experiment, KS might have applied a heuristic to "explore surprising results" that has been identified in other studies of scientific reasoning (Klahr, Fay, & Dunbar, 1993; Klayman & Ha, 1987; Kulkarni & Simon, 1988). But she did not; rather, she concluded with an ad hoc explanation of how different attributes of the two objects produced equivalent sinking rates.

We will return to the issue of children's reluctance to explore surprising results in the discussion section.

---

2 As discussed above, sinking involves two phases: acceleration, followed by constant velocity. For the given depth of water used in this study, the two steel spheres essentially remain within the acceleration phase.
Having provided a flavor for the participants’ behavior, we now present results for all of the participants. Specifically, we will report on participants’ initial beliefs, experimental intentions, inferences, and final knowledge states.

**Initial Beliefs**

It is important that we assess not only the beliefs children hold for this micro-domain prior to experimentation, but also the consistency with which they apply their beliefs across tasks (Carey, 1985; diSessa, 1988). Phases 1 and 2 of the interview addressed these issues.

Participants’ initial beliefs about the attribute(s) that determine sinking rates are listed in Table 3. In response to the initial probe, all of the 10-year-olds, six of the 12-year-olds, and three of the 14-year-olds claimed that weight determined the sinking rate: heavier objects sink faster than light objects. Three of the 12-year-olds and two of the 14-year-olds believed that objects should be both heavy and spherical. The remaining 12-year-old believed that objects need to be spherical and small in order to sink quickly. Four of the remaining five 14-year-olds believed that (a) being heavy and large; (b) being large, heavy, and spherical; (c) having a small cross-sectional area (e.g., “as skinny as possible”); or (d) being made out of a heavy material was important for sinking quickly. The remaining 14-year-old refused to answer the probe.
These results are in accord with the findings from our pilot study: most participants believe that weight is the major determinant of sinking rate. However, diSessa (1988) has argued that people’s beliefs about physical laws are often fragmented and applied inconsistently. In order to assess the overall stability of the weight bias suggested by the initial probe, we examined the extent to which children’s responses to the pairwise comparisons revealed the same bias. The 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds invoked heavier weight to justify 78% (SD = 20%), 78% (SD = 21%), and 79% (SD = 16%) of their pairwise selections, respectively.

Virtually all of the pairwise comparisons involved objects for which the heavier object does sink faster. However, for five of the problems, the lighter object sinks as fast or faster than the heavier object. Participants’ behavior on this subset of problems may be especially revealing, since the problems violate the “heavier is faster” belief. However, analyzing the justifications revealed a pattern similar to that found for the larger problem set: 88% (SD = 22%), 86% (SD = 21%), and 86% (SD = 19%) of the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds, respectively, referred to heavier weight in justifying their object selection. Moreover, seven of the 10-year-olds and six each of the 12- and 14-year-olds used the heavier weight justification on all five of these problems. Thus, performance on the pairwise task provides further evidence of the pervasiveness of the “heavier-sinks-faster” belief.

The consistency with which participants applied their beliefs prior to experimentation was assessed by computing the proportion of their pairwise comparisons that were consistent with the implicit pairwise comparisons derived from the rank-ordering task in phase 2. For example, SD, a 12-year-old, gave inconsistent responses to the two types of assessment: On the ranking task she chose the large steel sphere as the fastest sinking object; in contrast, on the pairwise task she predicted that the small Teflon sphere would sink faster than the large steel sphere. For each participant, each pairwise comparison was scored as being consistent or inconsistent with that participant’s rank ordering of the objects. There was no main effect of age with respect to consistency, \( F(2, 27) = 1.61, p > .05 \). Mean consistency was 68% (SD = 17%), 81% (SD = 10%), and 73% (SD = 18%) for the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds, respectively. That is, all three groups had some difficulty consistently applying their a priori beliefs to a concrete task.

The initial probe, pairwise comparisons, and ranking task were all designed to identify children’s initial beliefs, and the consistency with which they reasoned on the basis of these beliefs. Results of the three tasks reflect children’s predominant belief that an object’s weight determines its sinking rate. Given this finding, the question becomes, how will children explore the micro-domain of sinking objects, and how will experimental outcomes affect their beliefs?

**Experimentation**

As in previous developmental studies of scientific reasoning (e.g., Schauble, 1990), children in the present study quickly concluded that they understood the micro-domain. Few participants conducted more than the required four experiments, even though they (a) were free to do so, and (b) had seen all 28 unique pairs during the pairwise comparison phase. On average, the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-old participants conducted 4.5 (SD = 5), 4.3 (SD = 5), and 4.4 (SD = 5) experiments, respectively. Only five of the 10-year-olds, three of the 12-year-olds, and four of the 14-year-olds conducted more than four experiments. Thus, at all ages participants extracted much less information from the experimental phase than they could have.

Previous research has shown that people often view experimentation as a means of demonstrating the correctness of their beliefs (Klayman & Ha, 1987, 1989; Schauble, Klopfer, & Raghavan, 1991). Given children’s initial weight bias, we were interested in seeing which attributes children chose to explore; moreover, would they attempt to confirm their beliefs, or investigate the effects of other attributes?

**Experimental rationale** — Each experiment was coded with respect to the participant’s explicitly stated intent. **hypothesis-oriented** experiments included statements about investigating the effect of an attribute, such as, “I wonder if shape has something to do with it.” In contrast, **prediction-oriented** experiments were accompanied only by...

---

2 Although subjects were free to run single-object experiments, it is clear that they realized that, absent a timing device, such experiments provided little useful information. Only three of 131 experiments involved single objects.
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statements about the predicted outcome, such as, "the bigger one will drop faster." The protocols were scored by a second person; there was 90% agreement between assessments. Differences were settled through discussion.

If children begin experimentation with an engineering stance (Schauble, Klopfer, & Raghavan, 1991), this should be reflected in a prediction-oriented, rather than hypothesis-oriented, approach to their first experiment. Three, seven, and nine of the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds, respectively, stated a hypothesis for their first experiment, \(\chi^2(2, N = 30) = 8.04, p < .05\). Post-hoc analysis of the cell contributions showed that fewer 10-year-olds, but more 14-year-olds than would be expected by chance, stated an explicit hypothesis for their first experiment, \(p < .05\) for both comparisons. This result suggests that around the age of 12 children begin to understand that their task is to test attributes rather than predict results.

We classified children as having a hypothesis orientation if they generated an explicit hypothesis on three or more of their experiments; otherwise, they were classified as having a prediction orientation. Four, seven, and eight of the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds, respectively, were classified as having a hypothesis orientation. Moreover, there was an interaction between age and orientation with respect to the number of initial causal attributes (see Table 3). All of the 10-year-olds, regardless of orientation, initially believed a single attribute to be important. In contrast, in each of the two older groups, approximately 50% of the hypothesis-oriented children, but none of the prediction-oriented children, initially believed multiple attributes to be causal. This suggests that the older children's prior knowledge may have influenced their decision to conduct experiments that allowed them to test the relative effects of different attributes.

Together, the results provide some evidence that though all children held similar pre-experimental beliefs, older children viewed experimentation as a means to explore the effects of different attributes. In contrast, the youngest children appear to approach experimentation as an opportunity to demonstrate the correctness of their domain beliefs.

Although children might hold a hypothesis orientation, deciding which attributes to explore is independent of experimental intent. That is, children might still focus solely on testing their a priori beliefs, regardless of experimental orientation. Given the widespread belief in the primacy of object weight, we wished to see whether children investigated other attributes, and if so, when. Two participants at each age conducted only weight-based trials. There was no main effect of age with respect to the first non-weight-based trial for the remaining children, \(F(2, 21) = 3.27, p > .05\). The mean trial on which the first non-weight-based experiment was conducted was 2.9 (SD = 1.4), 2.3 (SD = 1.0), and 1.5 (SD = .8) for the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds, respectively. This trend suggests that the older children were somewhat less fixated on demonstrating the effect of weight than were the younger children.

Control of attributes — One focus of many studies of scientific reasoning has been on children's developing understanding of a control-of-attributes strategy, and the inferential power such a strategy affords (e.g., Kuhn, 1998; Sodian et al., 1991; Tschirtti, 1980). A complete control of attributes was not possible in the current study. However, by focusing on the three design attributes, shape, size, and material, participants could attempt to minimize the number of uncontrolled attributes (e.g., weight) in a given experiment. We were interested in seeing if there was an increase in a control-of-variables strategy with increasing age.

Only 12 of the 28 distinct object pairs exemplify an unconfounded contrast of a single design attribute. Therefore, if participants chose pairings at random, then, on average, 43% of their experiments would be "unconfounded." There was no main effect of age with respect to the proportion of unconfounded experiments conducted, \(F(2, 27) = 2.88, p > .05\). However, there was a trend for older children to choose such unconfounded pairs more often than did the younger children: 58% (SD = 28%), 78% (SD = 25%), and 82% (SD = 16%) of the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds' experiments, respectively. The 12- and 14-year-olds conducted significantly more single-attribute experiments than would be expected by chance, \(t(9) = 4.30, p < .001\), and \(t(9) = 7.46, p < .001\), for the two groups, respectively.

Although we previously argued that 10-year-olds have a differentiated understanding of weight and density, other work (e.g., Piaget & Inhelder, 1974) argues that this un-
understanding continues to develop into early adolescence. It is possible that the 10-year-olds' difficulty generating unconfounded experiments may be the result of this continuing conceptual development. However, isolation of shape is independent of the density-weight issue. Thus, a difference in the proportion of unconfounded shape-based experiments would provide some support for a separation of domain-general and domain-specific knowledge. There was a main effect of age with respect to the proportion of such experiments, $F(2, 27) = 4.34, p < .05$. Only 57% (SD = 32%) of the 10-year-olds' shape-based experiments were unconfounded, compared with 81% (SD = 27%) and 90% (SD = 16%) for the 12- and 14-year-olds, respectively; Fisher PLSD tests showed that the two older groups differed significantly from the 10-year-olds, $p < .05$ for both comparisons.

A hypothesis orientation suggests the use of a control-of-attributes strategy. However, participants' orientation may have little impact on how they test their hypotheses. To explore this issue, we tested the relation between participants' experimental orientation and their generation of single-attribute experiments. There was a trend for participants with a hypothesis orientation to utilize a control-of-attributes strategy more often than those with a prediction orientation, 76% (SD = 24%) and 64% (SD = 28%) for the two groups, respectively, $F(1, 28) = 1.43, p > .05$. This suggests that an understanding of a control-of-variables strategy develops somewhat independently of an understanding of science as the testing of hypotheses.

**Inferences**

Effective discovery depends both on experimental design and on inferences based on experimental outcomes. Considerable research (e.g., Kuhn, 1989; Kuhn et al., 1988; Kuhn, Garcia-Mila, Zohar, & Andersen, 1995; Siegler & Liebert, 1975; Sodian et al., 1991; Tschirgi, 1980) has focused on people's construction of valid inferences in experimental situations where perfect control of attributes is possible. However, in the current study, attributes covary. For example, weight and size covary, making it impossible to design a single experiment to test for the effect of size on sinking rate. Consequently, determining the effect of a given attribute may require examining the results of multiple experiments. Thus, rather than speaking of valid or invalid inferences, it is more appropriate to consider the degree to which inferences are supported by a body of evidence.

Overall, participants' initial beliefs were reflected in their causal inferences: 57% (SD = 25%), 39% (SD = 18%), and 37% (SD = 16%) of the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds' inferences, respectively, were based on weight; collapsing weight and shape together accounted for 82% (SD = 13%), 84% (SD = 20%), and 83% (SD = 18%) of the inferences across the three groups. Although all participants generated weight and shape inferences, only four of the youngest children and one child in each of the other groups made size-based inferences, although two or three participants at each level made a material-based inference. Although we intentionally avoided using the term "density" during the study, four of the oldest children referred to density during experimentation.

Table 4 reflects the degree of confirming, disconfirming, or mixed (i.e., participant received both confirming and disconfirming support) experimental support participants received for their final conclusions. The degree to which participants' final conclusions are supported by experimental evidence is a reflection of their understanding of the need to attend to all the evidence they generate. As the table shows, conclusions about material were based solely on confirmatory experimental outcomes. Although the majority of participants' decisions about shape were supported by multiple confirmatory outcomes, one 10- and one 12-year-old had a single disconfirming outcome in addition to two or more confirmatory outcomes. Additionally, one 14-year-old concluded that a cubic shape was important, although she had no evidence supporting this conclusion.

Although relatively few participants concluded that size was important, 50% of the participants who did receive only confirmatory support for this conclusion. Of the remaining children, one 10-year-old had two confirmatory outcomes and one disconfirmatory outcome; one 14-year-old received one confirmatory and one disconfirmatory outcome; a final 14-year-old received two disconfirmatory outcomes.

The majority of participants concluded that heavier objects sink faster than light objects. Across groups, between 20% and 50% of participants received only confirmatory support for this conclusion; all but two of the remaining participants received a single disconfirmatory outcome in addition to three
TABLE 4
Experimental Support for Final Attributes by Number of Participants per Age Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute and Type of Outcome</th>
<th>10-Year-Olds</th>
<th>12-Year-Olds</th>
<th>14-Year-Olds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All confirmatory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All disconfirmatory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All confirmatory</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All disconfirmatory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All confirmatory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All disconfirmatory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All confirmatory</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All disconfirmatory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of more supporting outcomes. However, two 10-year-olds decided that heavy objects sink faster even though the majority of their evidence did not support this conclusion.

As the two sample protocols illustrate, participants varied in their beliefs about whether or not small differences in weight are important. Although weight is a continuous attribute, the objects used in this study can be grouped into three categories: heavy (approximately 65 grams), medium (approximately 15 grams), and light (approximately 5 grams). This categorization would allow participants to ignore small weight differences (e.g., approximately 1 to 2 grams) between objects. Alternatively, participants might consider any weight difference to be relevant.

To explore participants' sensitivity to small weight differences, we focused on those experiments in which objects differed by less than 2 grams. Between 60% and 80% of the experiments at each age level involved such pairs of objects. We analyzed these near-weight experiments in terms of whether or not participants explicitly stated that any difference in weight contributed to differences in sinking rates. The analysis revealed that the 10-year-olds claimed that small weight differences mattered on 72% (SD = 45%) of their near-weight experiments, compared with 47% (SD = 48%) and 20% (SD = 16%) for the 12- and 14-year-olds, respectively, $F(2, 26) = 3.62, p < 0.05$.

Fisher PLSD tests revealed that the 14-year-olds disregarded near-weight differences significantly more often than did the 10-year-olds, $p < 0.05$. This suggests that the oldest, but not the youngest, children usually considered the magnitude of the weight difference when interpreting experimental outcomes.

**Surprising Results**

Our finding that children prefer to demonstrate their knowledge of a domain rather than rigorously test their hypotheses is consistent with much of the literature on the psychology of scientific reasoning. However, even a propensity to demonstrate knowledge can lead to an unexpected experimental outcome. A number of researchers (Klahr et al., 1993; Klayman & Ha, 1987; Kulkarni & Simon, 1988) have argued that surprising results play an important role during scientific discovery. Since surprising results may suggest a critical misunderstanding of a domain, they may lead scientists to establish a new goal: the exploration of alternative causal mechanisms. These explorations may induce scientists to generate new hypotheses, gather new data, or modify their current beliefs.

In the current study, dropping the large and small steel spheres produced a surprising outcome for participants holding a "heavier objects sink faster" belief. The sink times for the two objects are indistinguishable even though the large sphere weighs...
more than three times as much as the small sphere. Given the purported importance of surprising results, we were interested in seeing how children responded to this experimental outcome.

Eight participants (one 10-year-old, one 12-year-old, and six 14-year-olds) experimented with the two steel spheres. Although all of these participants acknowledged that the outcome was unexpected, only one participant, a 12-year-old, appeared to utilize the "exploit surprising results" heuristic described by Klahr et al. (1993) SD followed up the unexpected result by generating an analogous experiment with the large and small Teflon cubes. She explained that she wanted to see if size did not matter, as long as shape and material were held constant. In contrast to the steel spheres, the two Teflon cubes do sink at different rates. Thus, following this experiment SD had contradictory outcomes regarding the effect of size on sinking rate. However, SD concluded that size has no effect on the sinking rate, and subsequently dropped this line of experimentation. Her final conclusions made no reference to object size.

Given that all eight participants were surprised by the fact that the two steel spheres sank at the same rate, why did only one person explore this outcome? Exploring a surprising result requires two independent steps. First, a person must recognize the inadequacy of her current knowledge to explain the result. Once a person recognizes the inadequacy of her current knowledge, she must then set an explicit goal to explore the surprising outcome (Klahr et al., 1993). However, Kuhn (1989) has noted that many people have difficulty separating theory and evidence. In response to unexpected results they often simply add the new information to their knowledge base, producing an amalgamation of ad hoc, and sometimes contradictory, beliefs that diSessa (1988) refers to as knowledge in pieces. Thus, if an individual is able to fit an unexpected outcome into her current beliefs, there is no need to explore the outcome—it may be surprising, but it is explainable. All eight of the participants were surprised by the fact that the two steel spheres hit the bottom at the same time. However, only one participant, SD, believed that the outcome did not fit within the scope of her current beliefs. Consequently, she explicitly set out to explore the effect of size once material and shape were held constant.

In contrast to SD, the remaining seven participants simply explained the unexpected result by referring to isolated pieces of their current beliefs. Three participants concluded that the experiment showed that being spherical was important for sinking quickly; two participants explained that the weight of the heavy object was offset by the size of the small sphere, "the smaller one, it was easier for gravity to pull it down, and the big one because it was heavier." Of the two remaining participants, one believed the experiment showed that weight and shape were equally important, although the remaining participant claimed that the outcome showed weight did not affect the sinking rate. Note that the outcome of the experiment does not support conclusions about shape or weight; further, all seven participants had conducted experiments that contradicted these conclusions.

Knowledge Revision

In our pilot study, even physics majors failed to come to a complete understanding of this micro-domain; therefore, we did not expect children to come to one either. However, we were interested in seeing how experimentation affected their beliefs. More specifically, we wanted to explore developmental differences in the extent to which participants use experimentation as an opportunity either to evaluate the effects of different attributes or to demonstrate their a priori beliefs.

One way to assess belief revision is to examine the number and type of attributes each participant thought important before and after experimentation (see Table 3). In response to the initial probe, participants listed a mean of 1.3 attributes, predominantly weight, as important for sinking. Following experimentation, they listed 2.3 attributes, most often weight and shape, as causal, _F(1, 27) = 59.60, p < .001_. This suggests that most participants modified their conceptualization of the micro-domain. However, it does not reflect the relative importance children assigned to the different attributes following experimentation. Three 10-, five 12-, and one 14-year-old concluded that weight was the most important attribute. In contrast, two 10-, two 12-, and seven 14-year-olds believed that each of their stated attributes was equally important.

Participants' description of their "ideal" objects (i.e., combinations of attribute values that will produce the fastest sinking object possible) provides a measure of the consis-
tency with which they applied their new knowledge. We measured consistency by comparing participants’ postexperimental list of attributes, and the attributes they stated for their ideal objects. For example, AK concluded that a “heavy material and spherical shape” were important for sinking quickly, describing her ideal object as “a ball, made from very heavy material.” Thus there is a 100% consistency between AK’s summary statement and her description of her ideal object.

There was no main effect of age with respect to consistency, F(2, 27) = 84, p > .05. Mean consistency was 48 (SD = 39), .60 (SD = .31), 68 (SD = 34) for the 10-, 12-, and 14-year-olds, respectively. That is, although children learned that an object’s sinking rate is determined by more than one attribute, their descriptions of their ideal objects often included attributes not found in their summary statements. Most commonly, participants described their ideal object with respect to a certain type of material, often steel, although they had not previously mentioned material as an important attribute. It is possible that asking the children to describe their ideal object may have prompted their use of an “object” schema that includes a “material” slot. In contrast, during the experimentation phase, children were testing individual attributes, not objects. Consequently, the difference in the two tasks may be responsible for the low consistency. Alternatively, the relatively low degree of consistency across groups may reflect that although children increased their knowledge during the study, this knowledge is to some degree still fragmented (e.g., diSessa, 1988).

Discussion

The goal of this study was to investigate developmental differences in the interaction between children’s prior domain beliefs and their experimental strategies. Although there are limitations to any cross-domain generalizations possible from the study of a single micro-domain, this initial foray enabled us to explore the extent to which children were able to negotiate the complex relations among object attributes, hypotheses, and possible experiments when these relations were not explicitly pointed out. This research may provide a framework with which to study other domains. We used a micro-domain in which children held strong and consistent (although incorrect) prior beliefs, and in which they had to decide which attributes were of interest, generate hypotheses to test, design experiments to test their hypotheses, and interpret experimental outcomes.

The study enabled us to address a number of questions. First, how do children construe the task they are presented with? Carey et al. (1989) have argued that children neither view science as the construction of explanations of real-world phenomena nor understand that knowledge grows through a process of cumulative testing and revision. Similarly, Schauble, Klopfers, and Baghvan (1991) proposed that people often interpret scientific reasoning tasks as attempting to produce a desirable result, such as finding the fastest sinking object.

Children in our study varied in their understanding of the task. Unlike many of the children in Schauble’s (1990) race car study, none of our participants interpreted the task as simply finding the fastest sinking object. That is, they all recognized that the task demanded evaluating pairs of objects. However, the 10-year-olds’ tendency to run experiments without explicit hypotheses challenges Sodian et al.’s (1991) claim that 6-year-olds understand experimentation as means of acquiring information about a domain.

It is possible that our pairwise task may have modeled choosing pairs of objects for the children. However, Schauble’s methodology also included a procedure in which children were shown pairs of stimuli. There is a significant difference in the two procedures: our study required children to choose objects from a fixed set; Schauble’s participants had to construct test objects. Although it is hard to resolve this issue at this time, it is reasonable to believe that young children are sensitive to such procedural variations.

Second, how does entrenched knowledge influence the experimental strategies used to explore the micro-domain? Prior beliefs had a strong effect on participants’ experimental intent; the majority of participants across groups focused largely on demonstrating the primacy of object weight. There is some indication that a bias to demonstrate the correctness of one’s beliefs does decrease with age: older children were more likely to begin testing nonfavored attributes earlier in the experimental phase than were younger children. Moreover, the older children were more consistent in their approach to experimentation as a matter of testing hypotheses. Regardless of initial beliefs and
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Experimental strategies, all participants concluded the experimental phase believing that weight alone was insufficient for determining an object’s sinking rate.

However, our data are not conclusive about the nature of participants’ knowledge change. It is possible that even the youngest participants initially believed that multiple attributes mattered, but chose to focus solely on weight. Consequently, experimentation may not have led participants to revise their beliefs so much as affecting the relative weighting they gave to the different attributes.

Research has shown that even preschool children can recognize the logical requirements necessary for testing a hypothesis (Kuhn et al., 1988; Siegler & Liebert, 1975; Sodian et al., 1991; Tschirgi, 1980). However, these studies have largely presented participants with a few discrete categorical attributes. In such cases, people have little difficulty utilizing a factorial design. However, as Klayman and Ha (1987) have shown, most real-world situations, such as the current study, involve correlated attributes. In such cases, it is not always possible to utilize a strict control of attributes strategy. Rather, inferences must be based on a body of experimental results. As the study shows, children’s conclusions, with some exceptions, were supported by results from multiple experiments.

Finally, this study raises the issue of how people deal with surprising results. A number of researchers have stressed the utility of such results in highlighting potentially useful regions of the hypothesis space to explore (Klahr et al., 1993; Klayman & Ha, 1987; Kulkarni & Simon, 1988). However, as other research has shown, an individual’s theoretical commitment is the best predictor of how novel data will be treated (Chinn & Brewer, 1993; Penner & Klahr, in press). Consequently, capitalizing on surprising results requires satisfying three conditions. First, people must notice that something unexpected has occurred. Second, they must realize that their current understanding is insufficient to explain the outcome. Third, they must set a new goal to investigate possible mechanisms for the surprising result.

Each of the eight participants who dropped the two steel spheres expressed surprise that the heavier sphere did not sink faster. None of them ignored or misrepresented the unexpected result; they accurately reported the outcome, and expressed surprise that the experiment did not turn out as expected. However, only one participant appeared to realize the need to explore why this result occurred. Consequently, she set a goal to explore whether or not all pairs of objects that varied only on material sank at the same rate. The other seven participants simply applied their current knowledge in a piecemeal fashion to explain the anomalous result.

In summary, this study attempted to capture two aspects of real-world science. First, this study incorporated a difficulty common to real-world science, that of trying to isolate attributes to test. Although studies have shown that very young children can understand the logic of hypothesis testing (e.g., Sodian et al., 1991), the work reported here illustrates how fragile this understanding can be, and how easily it can be overwhelmed in “messy” tasks where it is not always possible to isolate attributes.

Second, we used a task for which people had strong prior, albeit incorrect, beliefs. In this manner we were able to investigate how prior beliefs affect experimental behavior, and how knowledge changes during the course of experimentation. We found a growing ability with age to hold prior beliefs in abeyance in order to determine the effects of all attributes. That is, younger children construe experimentation as a request to demonstrate the correctness of their initial beliefs (i.e., heavier objects sink faster); older children attempt, albeit with mixed results, to investigate the effects of attributes other than those implicated in their initial beliefs.

This study raises a number of questions for further investigation. What is the process by which children come to understand experimentation as a matter of evaluation rather than demonstration? How do children come to consider some attributes, such as weight, as being continuous and not just discrete (e.g., “heavy” or “light”), and what effect does this have on their exploration of complex phenomena? Finally, further attention needs to focus on how a priori domain-specific knowledge and understanding of scientific reasoning affect the interpretation of, and response to, surprising experimental outcomes.
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